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It must be given more authority and its meetings,
with ministerial attendance, should be more frequent .
Through the Council, consultation should be developed into
an accepted custom, to the point where no member would think
of taking action which affected the others in any substantial
way - either politically or economically - without prior
discussion with those members in NATO . .

For this purpose I do not see the need for any
substantial organizational changes or for any amendments to
our treaty . Nor do I think that NATO should try to make
special economic arrangements between its members or be
charged with the duty of removing trade barriers . There
are other international agencies which have been specially
set up for this purpose - such as Gr' ►TT and UEEC - and we do
not want duplicationo I doubt also whether NATO is the
agency best equipped actually to provide aid to materially
under-developed countries . In this matter, the United
Nations should, I think, be brought more and more into the
picture . I do not mean that the world organization should
be the sole or even possibly the major executive agency for
international aid or replace practical and successful
operations like the Colombo Plan, Its special value would
be to provide a forum where all assistance plans could be
co-ordinated and policies discussed . I think also that the
USSR should be encouraged to participate fully in such United
Nations discussions, It would give u3 a very good oppor-
tunity to test the nature and the substance of her partici-
patibn in this field of international economic assistance .

In political and economic consultation NATO's role,
as I see it, is more limited, but more precise and politi-
cally more significant in that .here discussions are between
closely co-operating friends who are trying to bring about
not merely the co-ordination, but the closest possibl e
identity of plans and policiesa As the mechanism for this
process NATO can become the foundation for the Atlantic
community of the futureo It must in fact develop alon g
these lines or it will drift into futility and may ultimately
share the fate of other international agencies which
disappeared because their roots were not deep enough for
survival and growth o

Lay I close with a story, substituting only one or
two words in the ori,,inal, to fit this par ticuïar occasion :'

"I►:ukinb her debut at a NATO gathering, a ybun g
matron sat silently through a two hour discussion
of the Atlantic cory:unity . r.fterwarc:, she thanked
the women to ,•,hose spirited pros and cons she had
listenedo


